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Relationships betwen the structural properties of schazIls: and

classrooms and s=dent:outcomes have been.extremely elusiv f±r-educational

researchers.. Scl=o1 env,ronments have been described aiterl-zzively as

structures of resources, roles, expectations, values, and -roal exchanges;

yet, variations in these proper_ies have not been determi- -Ely linked to

students' achievements, attituces, normative orientations, behavior

.patternS. This need not imply that schools, as organizations, have no

effect on their students. Part of the impotence of past research can be

attributed to the inappropriate aggregation of data. For example, when

resources are considered as characteristics of schools, substantial within-

school variations and interaction effects are ignoTed. Much of the research

on school structures has not specified variables that adequately represent
0

the settings in which learning actually'occurs.1 A related problem pertains

to the lack of specification of processes by which structural properties

attain their effects. Mechanisms that link environment characteristics to

specific outcomes are rarely examined. For example, studies of value

structures (climates) have not analyzed the conditions in which values

supposedly shape attitudes and behavior, where the salience of values and

their meanings for concrete action are determined.2 Consequently, the

relationshipi among structural elements and processes, particularly the

attenuating effects that one may have cin.another,..have not been examined.

These problems derive from the lack of penetration into the workings of.

the school. The schooling environment, whether it is the classroom,

curriculum track, or entire school, usually is treated as a "black box"

or as a_highly individualized and fragmented system of dyadic exchanges.

There is a need, therefore, for models that specificy the social organization

of schooling processes and the linkages between particular structural elements
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and specific so.ddent c=tc=mes..

In thiEE.paper, I sha7i art teat the structure of activities provides

the basis f a model of so.hcol orcanizatio7 and its effects on tudent

outcomes. -MI: view rests or the simpla ob-aervatioh tha-: it is within the

context of anti -4ties that teachers and students make judgments

about themselves and o-Lne-7, irll-sct and form social ties, and experience

social sanctions. The structure of activithes shapes the student's

exposure to particular curricu oontents, :he distribution and use of

resources, the pedagogical decl....2=5 that teachers make, the meaning and

effect of social influence, and ±7...e exercise of teacher authority. These,

. in turn, affect what children learn. I will try to identify the bases of

this activity structures model in other work on social organization effects,

specify elements of the model for different levels of schooling, describe

the relationship between the structure of activities and other aspects of

the schooling environment, and make linkages between specific student out-

comes and characteristic activity structures.

eases of an Activity Structures Perspective

An activity structures perspective is rooted in several traditions.

In part, the idea that recurrent activities shape the development of the

social self underlies most of the behavioral Sciences. To the extent that

it orients attention and behavior to the accomplishment of a course of

action, an,act(ivity molds the way in which individuals experience their

environment, others, and themelves. Social experience is embodied in the

mc3ning's that phenomena have for the actor. Since an activity entails a

temporal ordering of and relationship among phenomena, it structures
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and objects. The acquisition of shared meanings is fundamental to the

process of socialization (particularly as described by the symbolic

interactionist and phenomenological traditions3) Shared meanings result

from interrelationships that develop among individuals as they define

and react to things in a reciprocal manner. Recurrent, shared activities

provide the context in which these interrelationships develop. The know-

ledge and norms--sets of shared meanings of ajects and actions--that

people acquire,then, are determined by the structure of activities as it

orders the types of shared experiences and meanings available to individuals.

The socialization outcomes of any social organization arise from its

structuring of activities.

The impact of, common, recurrent social experiences has been

most closely studied by Breer and Locke (1960. Their analysis of the

.effects of task activities on the formation of,attitudes, values, and

beliefs centers on how the form of the task, not its content, affects

behavioral orientations. They argue that in doing a task certain patterns

of behavior have a higher instrumental reward value than others. That is,

particular forms of action are more likely than others to be successful

for the completion of the task. An individual will recognize the instru-

mental value of certain patterns of behavior and develop coping strategies,

or task specific norms, based on these patterns to Insure success., Social

reinf6rcement also affects the development of these coping strategies.

Common task experiences generate collectively defined task norms which are

reinforced through group sanctions.
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Breer and Locke further argue that successful coping strategies

generalize first to similar task situations and then to a variety of

activities. Induction occurs through continued reinforcement of task

specific norms.. The success of particular patterns of behavior, heightens

their cognitive desirability, transforming the task specific orientation

into a preference for completing similar tasks :n a similar way.

Continued reinforcement causes this preference to become more abstract

and removed from the original task activity until it Lecomes a basic

orientation to action. Thus, general norms of conduct arise from

0;pecific patters of behavior associated with common, recurrent activities..

This process can be illustrated by the following example. An

individual is involved in a series of tasks that entait,cooperation

among group members. Cooperative behavior is reinforced by the successful

,completion of.each task and by group members as they develop task specific

work strategies. involving cooperation. Task norms develop, embodying the

notion that cooperation is instrumental to task success, desirable, and

preferable to other actions.
0

If the individual is involved in other

group activities, the cooperation norm is likely to be applied to these

situations as well. The continued success of cooperative behavior trans-

forms the task specific, norm into a general preference for cooperative

behavior in all situations.4
.--

liceer and Locke's argument clearly relies on.social learning and

attitude formation theories, especially for the effects of social



renforcement. Their 17.77ez,tment of the links between tmsk and

straztures, h=.iever, gamsbeyond a typical examination-of tt7,t-. p .....,ra I

ordering of ar.ts and sam=ttons. A conceptualization of task ts,aerience

focuses atte:.ion not only on the structure of a.particu!s- -:: sk Lut,

also on the irrganization of all activities experienced by ndividual.

While behaviu..al orientations are generated by the propert:ves of specific

activities, 1: 'is the organization of the task environment especially

the correspc-,uleice among task situations, that affects the generalization

of norms. 7-ne form and structuring of task situations, Z.5 well as the

concomitant zatterning of social relations in them, determine the outcomes

ofso ci-al-e=erience.

=-0111.-

T

The. relationships between the structure of activities, patterns' of

social interaction, normative orientations of group members, and producti7

vity-have been illustrated in numerous studies of industrial work groups.

Homans (1950), for example, has shown that orientations toward work and

productivity norms are fo'rmed and reinforced in the small clique groups

that develop among coworkers. The organization of tasks influences the

nature of these relationship's and, hence, affects the development of

these norms. Roy (1952)and Borgatta and Bales (1953) describe similar,

structural effects: on involvement and worknormsin-their studies of

small task groups..

Sayles' (1958) analySes of.collective action in industrial work settings

discloses several important characteristics of activity structures. He



four :that the relation between members prescribed by the flow;mof work

1
proems.. arnaza critical variabieishaping the internal social systems of

a a958, Variat7:Ons among factory settings in terms of

the f work groups, the essentialness of a gcoup's function within

thezcraszation, and the extent of worker judgment in completing group

tars ac,==nted for differences in group cohesion, iikerdependence among
pm'

workers, :d propensity towarc collective action. The division of labor

th: task group was ,ah important factor. When workers completed a

task in a s ngle work-area, collective work norms i.Ad group

acw vities were common. Where the.division of labor was extensive,
0

separating or eliminating workers engaged in common tasks, concerted

grip activity and collective orientations were loss'likely to develop.

Similar relationships are described in Woodward's (1958) analysis

of the effect of industrial technology on management-worker conflict, in

Slap's (1955) studies of supervision and work group relations,'and in.

Miller and Hamblin's (1969) examination of work group productivity and

competition. The task structure, by shaping the recurrent conditions

.

in which group members interact and form social ties, affects the

formation of group attitudes and values.

Schools and classrooms also can be described in terms of their

characteristic structure of activities. While traditional educational

reseaEch has largely ignored this, schooling outcomes may be attributable

to the ways in which activities structure students' and teachers' actions.5-
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Studies of "classroom behavior settings" provide some clues. Using

behavioral records of classroom interaction, Gump (1361 found that

levels of teacher control and pupil work involvement were related to

the type of instructional activity used. ^During seatwork and whole

class recitation, teachers were considerably more control oriented

and dominative than during small group projects or -Ting circle.

Students' work involvement as well as their coopenztive behavior

were higher in small group activities than in seatwork or recitation.

Gump's study substantiated two earlier attempts to relate classroom

activities to pupil and teacher behavior (Kowatraxul 0950 and

Hughes [195J )but did not analyze why variations in behavior platterns

derive from ertain patterns of activity, nor did it examine if these

produced different iiork orientations in students.

i In their study of a medical school, Becker, Geer and Hughes (1961)

demonstrate the ways in which activity structures affect professional

orientations. The activity structure at the school was embodied in

the curriculum itself. Students worked on identical tasks, often in

small groups, and under great time pressures to absorb the large

quantities of the factual material presented. The collective

experience of common activities fostered collaborative relationships

among students and heightenedogroup solidarity. This led to the

development of collective definitions of and solutions to common

problems, thus buffering competitiop and generating cooperative work

-norms'. As a. group, students defined what was important to learn,
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how to meet the demands of work, and the appropriate emotional involve-

ment to be given to certain tasks. The 'common, collective nature of

activities and their pacing set determinate problems for the students

and shaped the collective solutions avallable to them. Professional

norms were rovedtin these collective solutions. and, hence, can be

attributable to the effects of the activity structure.

On a theoretical level, Dreeben (1968) and Bidwell (1972) have.

examined how the normative (moral) outcomes of schooling result from the

structure of recurrent activities. Dreeben contends that what children

learn derives from the nature of daily task experiences. Characteristics

of the task environment, such as the boundaries and size of social

groupings, the duration of social relationships, the relative numbers

of adults'to nonadults, the degree of homogeneity in members' social

chari-cterisiics, and the extent to which members can observe each

others' actions, shape behavior and the opportunities for'interaction.

Learning social norms occurs as children develop coping strategies to

handle specific task situations and as these are generalized to other

activities'(folloing the processes described by Breer and Locke (1965);

see above). Since institutions have characteristic structures of

activities which involve different tasks, constraints on actions, and

opportunitio interaction,nteraction, participation in one is likely to produce

different outcomes from participation in another. For these reasons,

A
Dreeber,..,-argpes that the family and school instill different forMs.
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Although Dreeben does not consider the structural variations within

an institution, Bidwell extends this model to suggest how schools and parts

of schools (e.g., classrooms and curriculum tracks) may, produce different
. k

normative outcomes. He argues t at f,laracteristic school activities exemplify

moral principles and provide moral meannieg to required behavior. This

results, in part, from the way in which activities structure opportunities

for interpersonal and within group comparissOns. Interpersonal influence

and other forms of social control are fraMed by'lhe activity. The nature

of interdependencies among group members, specified by the activity form
9

itself, can either heighten or 'diffuse the' impact of social control.

Moreover, the meanings associated with expected behavior are hot generated

,from sanctions alone, but from the consequences that appropriate conduct

have for the completion of the specific activity. For example, learning

to wait for ore's turn in a class recitation results from the child's

realization that the activity itself entails turn-taking and not simply

from the experience of social .sanctions. Bidwell contends that learning

commitments to forms.of social relations associated with specific

activities precedes the development of general moral commitments, the

latter arising from he generai!zation of experience kn task structures.

To the extent that schools and classrooms have distinctive %tructures

of activities, they should engender in children different moral commitments.
7

Two recent studies of variations in schooling environments indicate

the promise of this approach: In elementary school classrooms that employed
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distinctive patterns of instructional activities, Bossert (ferthcrari-np0

found that children developed different norms of peer cooperation and

competition; Arid, White (1978) noted that variations in the professional

orientations of students from two elite business schools were linked to
*

differences in the structureot activities embodied in the schools'^

- instructional and "social" curricula. In both studies, the forms,,of

social relations .that developed within the context of particular, patterns

of activities providedthe basis for norm learning.

.

a

Thii brief overview suggests some of the basic properties of an

activity structures model. Simply put, an activity shapes an individual's
.

experence by ordering the temporal and reciprocal relations among

phenomena and actions. loese Activity experiences constitute an individual's

stock of knowledge and form the basis for the formation of attitudes and

behavioral orientations. The latter process occurs in two ways. Certain

A

action5 have a higher instrumental reward value for the activity:and,

when enacted, care reinj!orced by the experience of success. Successful

forms of behavior become coping strategies, or activity specfjc norms,

which. govern subsequent action in the activity, further shaping how

the individual experiences his environment. In addition,-the structure

of eon activity, through its specification of behavioral patterns, affects

the nature of social interation within the activity setting. Patterns

of social relations si-Spe the impact.of interpersonal influence attempts -
,

and social control and, hence, affeCt an Andividualsl.' assessment.of his

6



own and others' conduct. Behavorial orientations become subject to group

control in activities that foster the development of collective

definition. of action. Thus, an activit.; may entail both autotelic and

social reinforcement of behavior in ? crescive fashion. The structure

of activlties determines the extent that an individual encounters similar

or different activity situations, and this influences the degree zo which

activity specific norms become general norms of conduct.

An activity structures model, therefore, includes several basic

properties. Elemental are the forms of behavior which constitute the

activity itself. While activities may vary in their degree of behavioral

specificity--the number of different ways of doing the sz activity--and

in the complexity of patterns of action, these basic forms of behavior

are identifiable.6 Yet, whatever behavioral options are available, some

are more instrumental than others. Therefore, the reward structure

embodied in the activity is an important factor. The autotelic effects

on behavior of an activity's structure result from the temporal ordering

of reinforcements and actions. The sequencing of rewards or punishments

in relation to behavior generate the characteristic coping strategies

associated with the activity. 7 Moreover, since social reinforcement

also may contribute to the development of behavioral patterns, the

collective character of the activity must be considered. Among other

things, activities differ i

divisidn of labor (e.g., whether everyone is doing the same thing or doing

the number of people involved, the internal
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different, coordinated tasks), and the degree to which group,members can

choose among behavioral options. Besides setting determinate constraints

on behavior directly, through the patterning of social interaction, these

characteristics shape the development and impact of collective definitions,

coping strategies, and social sanctioning. The nature of social relations

in an activity thus has important effects on an individual's orientation

to certain patterns of conduct. The consequences of these factors reside

in the way an individual experiences his environment, others, and self in

participating in the activity. These experiences constitute part of the

individual's knowledge of the activity setting and orientluture behavior.

While the a'ocive discussion does not represent a systematic or

comprehensive outline of a theory of activity structure, it does illuminate

sow.: of the important elements and processes of this approach to organi-

zational effects. The task in the remainder of the paper is to examine

how these notions apply to schools. What are the factors thDt typify

different activity structures within schools and classrooms? Do the

knowledge and normative orientations that students acquire in schools

result from the way in which characteristic activities structure their

experiences of the environment, others, and themselves? Can the effects

of participating in different schooling environments be explained by

differences in their activity structures?

Tq answer these questions and begin building a model of the organi-

zation of schooling activities, the analysis presented will draw on

current research and conceptualizations of schooling processes as well



as on other social science research to indicate fruitful relationships

between activity structures, socialization and learning processes, and

schooling outcomes. A som.what arbitrary separation between the processes

associated with technical and with moral socilllzation shall be made.8

The structures and processes that produce each type of outcome will be

considered separately. This is artificial because the activity structure

is likely to operate in both realms simultaneously and because the moral

and technical outcomes of schooling are inextricably linked; the former

contributing to the motivational elements that engender the latter, and

the latter providing the content of the former. However, some of the

interactions between these will be discussed in a later section. The

resulting model will be incomplete, but it should provide a sense of

the promise of an activity structure analysis of schooling processes

and outcomes.

Activity Structures and Technical Socialization

In thinking about how schooling environments affect the knowledge

and skills children do or do not learn, the curriculum is likely to

come to mind. It consists of a set of subjects or contents which

students are supposed to master through the development of requisite

skills and knowledge. Quite simply, what students are exposed to should

affect what they learn.9 Yet, the structure and methods used to transmit

the content-of-the curriculum and to facilitate the development of required

skills also are important determinants of learning. Although curriculum



structure usually refers to the logical relations among the concepts,

skills, propositions and attitudes that comprise the intended outcomes

of 'schoolin9,1° In practice, the curriculum consists of. the temporal

orderihg of activities and of labels that categorize the activities'

functions. Students (and probably teachers) experience the curriculum

as a set of subject titles and attendant tasks. For example, a pupil

may encounter math as that 50 minute period in each day where one sits

at one's own desk, listens to the teacher's instructions, and completes

a worksheet on sums without talking to ,classmates about flying gliders

during the next'recess. period.1,1 The structural-characteristics of a

curriculum, then can be conceived in terms of the temporal ordering of

different forms of activities. What effect does variations in these have

on the level and content of student learning?

The Temporal Structure of Activities.

The amount of time spent in an activity and its relationship to the

level of learning have received considerable attention among educational

researchers. At the most indiscriminate level, the length of the school

year may predict how much children learn: the more time students spend

in school, the larger.their achievement gains on standardized tests

(Wiley, 1975)" Similarly, the amount of time an individual is actively

engaged in a particular actiyity (time-on-task) seems to affect learning

higher-levels of achievement result from longer active involvements in

the task (Carrollt, 1963; Bloom, 1974). The allocation, of time to activities;
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then, seems to be an important characteristic of schooling evironmants.

The level of students' learning may be influenced by the way in which

schools, curriculum tracks, classrooms, and subgroupings within a

,..lassroom specify the length of time students spend in particular sets

of activities.

Current models of time, however, remain very limited. Differences

among activities and their interrelation in an activity structure have

not been considered. The relationship between time and learning, for

example, probably is not linear., Activities may vary in the time required

to master the knowledge and skills associated with them. In part, this

may be a property of the activity. itself. Some tasks involve a longer

sequence of component steps or are more complex than others. To the

extent that fixed time periods are allocated to certain subjects - -as -they

are-in many elementary classrooms and secondary schools--certain efficacious

learning activities either may be prohibited or, when used, may not adequately

reinforce the knowledge and skills involved because the instrumental reward

value of task completion 3s withheld. The organization of time at the school

level Tray affect the types of activities used in instruction. Moreover,

students may vary in the time it takes them to master an activity: Some,

children may require more time to complete a task or more repetitions to

instill the behavioral patterns or content of an activity; others less time.

The pacing and sequencing of tasks in an activity structure as well as its

flexibil-ity to accomodate different rates of mastery may hame important effects

on The value of flexible time frames for activities has been examined
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by reference to each student's aptitude for the activity; aptitude

being defined as the amount of time needed to master the component

parts of the task (Carroll, 1963; Bloom, 190).9 The sequencing of

instruction is clearly linked to assessment and feedback about the

development of requisite knowledge and skills, not to rigid, fixed

schedules. Instructional programs based on this principle generalty

seen to promote higher average levels'of achievement among pallicipantS.14

However, whether a program invclves mastery ideas or hot, an activity

structure's effect on learning can be analyzed, in part, by reference to

the way time is allocated in and among certain activities.

The amount of time spent in a particular activity or in repetitions

of it may not be the only parameter affecting learning. Experience in

similar activities--ones that involve some of the same component skills

or knowledge, but not necessarily the same goals or, consequences--may

decrease the learning time required of any one of them. For example,

making a scale drawing in, art involves the manual dexterity required

in handwriting as well as the knowledge of proportions and addition

used in math.15 When examining the effect of time on learning, the

similarity among activities becomes an important consideration.

At the most general level, this is recognized: reading achievement,

for example, stems from, reading requirements in social studies and

math as well as from periods labeled reading inst-uction. Unfortunately,

few studies have analyzed in a very detailed fashion the overlap among

activities in their component skills and knowledge. Though, an analysis
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of the effects of similar tasks on learning should not be limited to in-

school activities. The amount of time students spend out-of-school on

activities that are like the ones encountered in school should influence

their achievements. For example, the reading a ,child does at home, including

that which is assigned as homework, contributes to reading achievement."

The isomorphism among activities and activity settings mediate the effects

of their temporal ordering. However, the degree of similarity also influences

the breath of knowledge and skills acquired through a set of activities.

Simply put, the more similar the nature of the activities-, the fewer the

opportunities for developing different skills. (The nature of activity

-differences and its effect on learning will be examined later.) The diversity

of tasks must be considered when examining the temporal structure of activities.

The pacing, sequencing and flexibility of time periods associated with

particular sets of ,activities as well as the overlap of activities and activity,

` t" settingscomprise basic properties of the activity structure. Although these

characteeistics, as suggested here, are far from being clear and discrete

variables for a time analysis, the idea that learning outcomes are affected by

the temporal patterning of 'activity types mutt be incorporated into modeis of

learning time. To the extent that various schooling environments differ in

terms of these properties, students' level of learning also should differ.

Activity Forms and Learning

While the time spent on a particular activity may influence how much a
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. student learns from it, certain activity forms maybe better than others ,2

for teaching a set of skills. The same time allotted to different methods

o .
may produce different. levels of.achievement. This notion, however,

.generally has not been supported by research on teaching. Although there

is no way of describing differences between instructional methods,

most studies have not separated the effects of content, teaching materials,

and activity forms when examining teaching methods.17 When examined

separately, usually In experimental designs,.- common instructional methods,

such as recitation; discussion and seatwork, do not seem ffrto-produce different

levels of achievement (Stephens,' 967; Dunkin and Biddle, 1974; Doyle, 1977).

The few studies which do report differences among teaching methods -- usually

rated along some continuum from traditional to informal or open" teaching--

employ data so removed from the proximal learning environment and the

actual behavior of teachers and students that their.results are highly

.questionable.(e.g., Wright, 1975; Bennett, 1976). if teaching methods

make a difference, it remains unclear how.

Betel-it research on time-on-task, however, suggests one mechanism

by which various instructional methods may produce different achievement

gains. .
Scott and Anderson (1976) have shown that activity types and

level of student on- task-behavior are associased. Collective activities

In which attention is focused on visual material or on the teacher (as. in
_

-
recitation) seem to promote relatively high rates of task-related behavior,

whereas small group activities educe the least task involvement. Although- ,
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their study does not analyze why certain levels of on-task behavior are

associated with certain activity forms, it does replicate part of Gump's

(1967) findings on student participation and suggests that the use of

certain high involvement activities may contribute to higher achievement

gains. None of the other studies of instructional methods have assessed

time-on-task when comparing teaching strategies; hence, there is little

information about the interrelationship between activity forms, pupil

involvement and achievement.18

More indirectly, an activity's structure may affect how a teacher

responds to students. Part of an effective teacher's skill involves

the ability to diagnose moment-to-moment and day-to-day fluctuations in

a student's or the class' response to instruction and to provide appropriate

treatments. Usually, this ability has been attributed to the cOgnitive

or personality characteristics of the teacher, but without much success

in linking individuals' attitudes or traits to their actual behavior.19

This, view ignores the fact that teachers themselves, are constrained by

the environment in which they act, forming their behavior-in the context

ofongoing activities. The structure of these activities may shape what

information bedomes available to the teacher and its meaning as well as

how certainNresponses may fit (or not fit) into the course of action.

The collective nature of instruction is one of the most apparent

but little examined factors of claisiflooril life affecting the teacher.

As Jackson (1968) has indicated, the press of numbers and of time shapes
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. .

a teacher's response to classroom events. Individual students' need often

are subordinated to the class. Rather than responding to individual

variations in learning, teachers generally'seem to use broad-indicators,

of class performance in making their pedagogical decisions. in studying

how curriculum units are paced, for'example,Dat.,i1154. (1971) has-argued

that teachers tend to monitor the progress of a small group of pupils,

usually those in the lower 10th to 25th percentile of the class aptitude

distribution. These students become a "criterion steering group" for

the teacher's decisions about when to end one lesson and begin a new one.

Since progress is referenced to the achievement a abOut 15% of the class,

students who learn considerably faster than this group must wait or

receive other assignments, and those who learn more slowly may never

have the opportunity to grasp the material." The collective nature of

the classroom task environment forces the teacher to attend to some bits

of information and not to others, to the progress of the criterion steering

'group. While Dahlltf's work demonstrates the existence of the steering group,.

particularly in.trditionally organized classrooms, its has not explained how

teachers actually experience the classroom group as a collectivity and how

this in turn, shapes what information is monitored. Hence, little is known

about why certain pupils become partof the criterion steering .group, or about

howvariations in instructional method and curriculum content May influence

either the composition of the steering group or the nature of what is

monitoFed.
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In making classroom decisions, a teacher may rely on a variety of

cues to assess pupils' learning. The availability of these cues and

the meanings they acquire may derive from the teachers' own relationship

to classroom activities. As attribution theorists hive recently indicated,

an individual's assessment of the causes of behavior are associated with

that individual's involvement in the activity. Fpr example, actors and

observers construct different accounts qf behavior; actors tend to attri-

bute events to situational exigencies, while observers attribute the

cause of behavior to personality trait's of the actors. These differences

in perspective result from positional and interactional factors affecting

the availability and meaning of information (Jones and Nisbett, 1971)7'

Many of the causal attributions aSout children's behavior that teachers

use to make pedagogical decisions involve such perceptually inaccessible

characteristics as-motivation and intent. The factors-whichoshape these

attributions also shape-decisions. The collective nature of an instruc-

tional activity,.particularly the extent to which'the teacher is involved

with pupils in the activity, may affect smh interpersonal assessment's.

Will a teacher who is actually engaged ih the task make different attri-
,

butions of intent and motivation than a teacher ...1c) is merely a super-
,

visor or observer of the action? Does jnvolvement-lead to the use of

different cues for assessing pupils' behavior? Differences in attributions

may affect the student: whether behavior is thought'to result from low

motivation or from the ambiguity and complexity of the lesson affects
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classioom deciSions.. To the extent that'these decisions have .a pedagogical

influence on students, achievement will be affected.

In addition to attributions about motivation and intent, many

classroom ecisions involve assessments of pupils performances on in

/e
structional tasks. Whether a child achieving or not and(how his

performance compares to otherslconstitute important information. There

are at least two ways that the activity structure may affect these

assessments. First, the degree to which conduct is linked to evaluations

of achievement may depend on'the activity form. While others have described

the relationships between "good behavior" and'achievement (e.g., Jackson,

1968, and Dreeben, 1968), this'may be_more true for some instructional

activities than for others. During recitation, for eXample, displaying

proper answering conduct_ii as important as having the correct answer

0

because the success of the activity, by definition depends on pupils

waiting their turn to answer the teacher's questions. Where coordinated

con:Rict is noeso important for the completion of .the activity, perfor-

mance assessments, may net involve con-ditct. Second, performance appraisals

based on comparative evaluations among children also ma/ depend on the

nature of instructional activities. Comparative assessments are possible

'only when pupils are engaged ih,the same task,or %hen various tasks are

-standardized to a common performance. norm. Little is known about how

teachers use-Comparisons when assessing pUplis' performances and how

the presence or absence of these affect instructional decisioni concerning' _
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pupils. Dahlleff's treatment of criterion steering groups (described above)
CD

Indicates how comparisons are used when students are engaged in,common.

tasks and how-these affect pacing decisions. Howeverwhen teachers

employ a diversity of instructional tasks, where pupils are engaged in .

individualize&leFsons, for example,, information for cOmparative assessment may I

unavailable. HO4 does the multiplicity of instructional tasks affect

performance attributions? For example,,doteachers shift from comparative

to individually-referenced standards as the,acfivity structure becomes

more diversified? How does this affect decisions about pacing and

sequencing of instructional activities ? - What constitutes- performnce

information for the teacher may depend on the collective chacacter of

instructional activities.
II

The collective natures of activities also ma. affect the distribution

b

f instructional assistance.'. In groups wIltre-members have different

-,,aptitudes (which is Likely even in small within-classroom ability groupings

engaging in common tasks, necessarily implies that some individuals will

either finish or demonstrate competence sooner than others. Aside from

issues concerning the continued motivation those who must wait for

others to complete the, work, the teacher faces a Managerial task of

what to do with these students. Keeping top performers in `the lesson,

particularly if it is a recitation or discussion, may facilitate the

teacher's work,-for these students contribute to the activity and serve

as standards for the rest of the group, On the other ,hand, bored



students may disrupt the activity Dr, at least, decrease the teacher's

ability to maximize the time spent with the poorer performers. After

they have demonstrated,thei.r knowledge, therefore, these top students

may be given other assignments so that the teacher can continue the

lesson with a smaller group.

Iii 7qIn a t;tudy- of elementary school classrooms, Bossert (f-ei-thearrthrg),

found thatteachers who used common, 'collective instructional activities

exercised both options. Sometimes top performers served as, standards

and facilitators, for the group activity" Other times, the teachers pro-

Vided.these students. with extra assignments -- usually to.read ahead and

begin the' next lesSonso that the smaller group of. students would

receive more of the teacher's attention. In actual practice, however,

the top performers received more. individualized assistance than other

students: between the time spent explaining the extra assignment,

helping the students begin it, and answering questions during the work,

the leacher allocated more than the average amount of assistance to

the top performers. The fact that these students had instruction paced

at a higher rate and received more help with their work seemed to bolster

their achievement advantage in the class. Moreover, the teacher benefited

from this because it guaranteed that these top students would Continue

to facilitate group activities by their good perfOrmance. contrast,

teachirs who used collective activiti,:.;. infrequently yrovided the most

assistance to pupils having difficulty with the lessons,. Certain top



pupils could not become standards for the class, since many different

activities were taking place at the same time. Those students who were

doing well were expected to continue at their activity, leaving the

teachers free. to spend more time with the, students who had problems.

The collective nature of the activity structure, then, as it shapes

the teacher's action also may determine the level of learning. Activity

structures which entail a high proportion of common, collectively

executed tasksmay help increase the achievement diversity in a group of

students.

Summary

If teaching has a technology, even a rudimentary one, part ca it

consists of the choices that are made about the type and scheduling of

instructional activities. At the most elemental stage, time-on-task

directly affects the level of students' learning. The way in which time

is allocated to different pursuits, then, structures the learning

experiences that are available to students. The pacing, sequencing,

and flexibility of activity period%, particularly in relation to the

complexity and diversity of tasks, constitute the opportunities

students have'for acquiring knowledge and developing skills. Whatever

the content of the curriculum or the nature of academic and non-academic

'tasks,.the effect of the temporal ordering of activities on students'

achieveMents must be considered.
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The form of an activity, though, is not without its effect. While

the structure of an activity may not Influence the level of student

learning directly, except perhaps through Its association with on-task

behavior, it may influence how teachers construct their pedagogical

decisions. A teacher's perception of a student's or the class'

performance may result from the patterns of interaction inherent in

the activity itself. The structure of an activity, as it affects the

bases for comparative assessment,,the relationship between judgments

of social conduct and of achievement, and the attributions concerning

pupils' motivation, influence the way in which a makes such

instructional decisions 4, the pacing of activities zind the provision

of special assistance. Initial choices about what activities to use;

then, shape other classroom decisions and these, in turn, may affect

how much pupils learm

vActiviiy Structures and Moral Socialization

That schools communicate social values, normative orientations,

attitudes, and beliefs is fairly well acknowledged. How schools generate

commitments in their students to act'in particular ways however is less

clear. While teachers and other school staff' implore students to act

ricertafn ways, the old dictum about the different moral implications
.

of.what is said and of what is done seems to hold. Teachers often

preach
-
the .virtues of zooperative behavior; yet, they usually reward

children on the basis of interpersonal competition Principals praise

trustworthiness, but demand hall passes and conduct locker searches.

26
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Teachers talk about instilling the capacities for self-direction and

independence while checking whether each pupil wrote the date in the

proper space before allowing the class to begin a writing assignment.

This is not to say that all school personnel are hypocrite, or that

moral communication is ineffective; however, the actions in which

people engage as part of their daily activities may exemplify and

impart moral principles, sometimes ones that are at odds with their

moral instructions. This type of moral socialization--one that is not

dependent on, didaction but, that derives from patterns of social conduct--

has been called the hidden curriculum of the school.

While the hidden curriculum has largely gone unexamined by

educational researchers, some of its contents and mechanisms have been

described. Dreeben's (1968) treatment of norm learning in schools is

perhaps the most detailed. He argues that the characteristic structures

of school activities'create situations in which children are likely to

learn certain norms of behavior. For example, the norm of indePendence

is fostered by

the faCt that school children are removed from persons with, whom
they have already formed strong relationships of dependency, and
the sheer size of a classroom assemblage limits each pupil's claim
to personal contact with the teacher, and more so at the secondary
levels than at the elementary. This numerical property of class-
rooms reduces pupils' opportunities for establishing new relationt-
ships of dependency with adults and for receiving help from th'im
(Dreeberf, 1968, p.67).

The.structural properties of activity settings. instill norms of conduct .

bpi creating certain recurrent demands on students. As mentioned earlier,
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Dreeben's analysis, like most others, does not desCribe how variations

in the activity structures of schools or parts of schools may affect

moral learning. He is interested in describing differences between,

not within institutions; though, many of the relationships between

activity structures and norm learning he describes can be applied to

subunits within the school.

Bidwell (1972) has extended Dreeben's argument to outline the

effects of different school activities. He indicates that activity

structures affect moral socialization in two ways. Certain activities

directly exemplify norms of conduct and reinforce patterns of behavior

associated with them. And, the use of characteristic sets of activities

shape the development of patterns of interpersonal interaction and thus

frame the effects of social sanctioning on emergent norms. These two

distinctions focus attention on how the structural properties of an

acivity reinforce certain patterns of conduct and on how these patterns

of conduct mold social relations and the effects of social influence

or control attempts. If schools or settings within the school differ

in the activities they employ, will the normative orientations learned

by students who experience these different activity structures also

differ?

Behavioral Reinfo-cement in Activities

In addition to whatever students learn about the content of a subject,

aCtivities involve certain patterns of conduct'from which behavioral
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orientations may derive. For example, laboratory experiments in the

natural sciences may be fine pedagogical devices for teaching the

content of natural laws, but they also teach that careful, controlled

manipulation of physical materials produces predictable and replicable

results. Likewise, doing mathematical proofs teaches both the properties

of numerical and axiomatic systems and the values of systematic, stepwise

logic and argumentation.

The way in which the form of an activity reinforces certain attitudes

and norms has already been outlined by. Breer and Locke (1965). As

described earlier, their theori states that certain actions are more

instrumental than others for doing a particular task, and the successful

completion of the task reinforces the behavior pattern. Through Its

use in similar, recurrent task situations, this pattern becomes a task

specific norm. To the extent that an Individual faces other tasks and

continues to succeSsfuliy complete these using the same task norm, that

norm will become a general principle of conduct in all situations.

Breer and Locke's thesis implies that an analysis of activity structures

involves two components, a description of the activity in terms of its

instrumental behavior patterns and an examination of the similarity and

recurrence of activities within and among task settings.

The characteristic task properties of various school activities,

e-.

however, have not been examined closely. One common observationithough,

'

has been made,concerning the possible effects of extracurricular-

31
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, activities., Many of the'se involve collective effort, where there is a

common goal, and the task involves some division of labor .and inter-

dePandence among group members. A protatyptc example is team sports.

Whatever else team sports engender, they do seem to instill the importance

of coordinated action. Because participants have different assignments

or cO4o4ent tasks to perform, the entire enterprise depends on responsive

execution of these. Other activities also embody this norm. Cooperation

and coordinated conduct are essentlal.components of such activities as

student government, service and drama clubs. Of course, not all extra-

curricular activities are collective in nature; hence, differences in the

availability of different activity forms and in participation may account

for variations in individual and aggregate commitments to norms of coordi-

nated collective action. (This was true among industrial work groups

that Sayles (1958) studies; see earlier section.)

Another example involves variations among schools, classrooms or

curriculum tracks in the use of laboratory training in science. If

laboratory experience instills commitment to empirical research or,

at least, the value of careful systematic experimentation, science

curricula that do not involve laboratory work may not provide the

experiences necessary for students to develop these norms. Likewise,

differences in the use of systematic proofs and rote memorization in

mathematics instruction may account for variations in the value students

place on these activities, independent of their effect on math achievement.
1.

3 2
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These examples imply that students who experience different activity

forms, either during instruction or in extracurricular activities, may

acquire different norms for behavior. The provision 'of certain activities,

then, should influence the outcomes of moral socialization in schools.

.Whatever the form of available activities and their attendant norms,

certain features of the structure of activities should affect the extent

to which activity specific norms become more generalized principles of

conduct. As Breer and Locke have indicated, norm learning from activity

experiences occurs because ,certain behavior patterns or orientations receive

continued reinforcement in similar activities. Therefore, just as the

pacing, sequencing, diversity and overlap of activities may affect level

of learning (as described before), these structural features also may in-

fluence how activity specific norms are generalized.

The pacing of activities, for example, influences whether or not

students will complete an activity and be reinforced by task success.

The time allocated to an activity must allow for the instrumental reward

value of prescribed actions to be realized in order for these actions to

become activity specific norms. (This need not imply, however, that

acf.;.ities must be completed during one period.) A particular pattern

of behavior, even It It is reinforced in an activity, will not become a

generalized norm unlesS it is repeatedly used by students. Continued

instrumental reinforcement of behavior is most likely to occur when the

-same or simillr.activities are successfully completed. (Ths, of course,
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is an underlying principle in repititions of instruction.) Similarity

may involve the extent of overlap between school and non-school

activities. Behavioral patterns and orientations that are instru-

mental in multiple situations are,the ones that are most likely

to become generalized principles of conduct.

A fourth feature of activity structures involves the sequencing

of activities. In examining the forms of activities encountered

by students over several school years, the norms developed in early

activities may influence behavioral patterns used in subsequent ones.

For example, if mathematics training begins with memorization of

rules and formulas, students may apply this procedure ad hoc

in later math work, perhaps even when a more conceptual approach

is required. When activities do not have one set of prescribed

behavior, early patterns may be readily transferred to new activities,

thus continuing to reinforce previously learned :forms.

The autotelic effects of activities on norm learning, then, occur

through the way in which certain forms fo activities instrumentally

7
34
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reinforce particular patterns of behavior and certain structures of

activities provide recurrent, similar activity forms. The generation

of commitment to norms takes place as activity specific orientations

are generalized to other situations. Since many settings involve

different forms of activities as well as differences in the way these

activities are paced, sequenced,.and interrelated, normative principles

and the strength of commitment to them should vary among children who

experience different settings. The most efficacious activity structure

would be one that provided a set of activities which continually re!:;-

forced the same set of behavior patterns. Whereas the least efricacious

one would involve so diverse a set of activity experiences that conduct

could not be routinized. The normative orientations that students

acquire from activity experiences in ScEools, classrooms, curriculum

tracks, and other svbsettings within-the school may, in part, result

from these structural components of activities; variations among students

in their normative orientations derives from the experiences gained in

different activity structures.

A caveat must be mentioned: Should an analysis indicate that variations

in students' normative orientations are not associated with' differences

in the activity structures of schools or their parts, the effect of

instrumental reinforcement of norms need not be discarded. Several

factors characterizing current schooling practices may attenuate the

autoteck effects 'of activity structures. First, most school activities



may not have clear cut patterns of instrumental.conduct. . An analysis of

typical school tasks could reveal that there are multiple ways of

:sucessfully combleting.most activities; hence, no subset of behavior

receives recurrent task reinforcement. Second, school activity structures

way-involve a set of tasks that are extremely dissimilar.or are in

effeciently paced and sequenced. Behavioral orientations that are

appropriate for one activty are not reinforced in others so that

students learn only task specific strategies and not more generalized

principles of conduct. Third, social rules governing behavior often

may violate the instrumental actions entailed by the activity itself

,

and thus reinforce orientations that do not derive directly from

activity experience, For example, to work alone on a worksheet violates

that clear instrumental reward values of cooperative behaVior and of

dividing labor. This may instill conflicting behavior strategies in

students and decrease the reinforcement value of a particular activity

structure:

These problems, however, do not deny the importance of an activity

structures analysis. The form and structuring of activities may have 4:

important effects on students' norm learning. And, activity settings,

that differ on crucialproperties may account for differences in normative
.

commitments. This has not been examined by research on schooling.

Activity Structures ;)nd interpersonal Relbtions \

As a mechanism for instilling attitudes and normative orientaiqp;,

C

36
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social reinforcement is an essential component in an activity structures

perspective. The effects of interpersonal influence, identification,

modeling and reference group comparisons on moral learning have been well

documented. The method and content'of moral communication, particularly

how attitude's' and expectations are transmitted through social interaction,

has Iren a central concern. (See-Bidwell (1972) for an excellent review

of how this, applies to schooling.) An activity structures.mooel, however,

focuses attention on factors which shape social 'interaction within a

setting and on the social context in which interpersonal assessments and

influenc( occur. The structure of activities frames social reqnforce-
.

ment. It i.:Ifluences who interacts with whom, the nature of that inter-
.

action, and the meaning of behavior and communications. Activity structures

affect moral socialization by defining the 'opportunities for and nature

of interpersonal influence and reference group comparisons.

One of the most evidnit features of many school activities is their

collective public nature.. Whatever the content of the activity, students

usually complete the same task.at the same time and in the same. place.

Dreeben (1968) argues that the colecOve character of instruction provides

the basis for learning norms of univer:,alism and distributive justice.

Common tasks heighten the sense of group membership and instill the

idea that a studentis one of a category of people who engage in a

particular set.of,activities. .This'oCcurs not only from the use of

common activities in the classroom but also from the differences in

3
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act4ties among grade levels and curriculum tracks in the school. For

example, students learn that tenth graders take U.S. Pistory and Algebra

whereas eleventh graders study world history and geometry, and that only

college track students lave laboratory work in Science. Dreeben notes .

that within the context of the school students must learn that "certain

qualities that,determine their uniqueness as persons become subordinated

to those specific characteristics in which they are alike" (1968, p..183)-

ColFective activities and the sense of group membership that may arise

from Tart-oc:patton in them foster interpersonal and self assessments that

are 'based on categorical terms, thus reinforcing universalistic norms for

interaction.21

At the same time, collective tasks provide a basis for differeritiation

within a group. When iAividuals engage in the saml activity,' interpersonal

and Wf assessments can be readily referenced to common standards of

performance. Comparisons and social sanctions that may derive from these

judgments are generally seen as equitable becauseAliey apply equally to

each member of the group. In school, there are numerous common, collective

activities, and students are distinguished by their performance on these.

Formal te3ting is perhaps the most fundamental for it usually links

performance to a reinforcer that has clear comparative meaning. Grades

and test scores become a common criterion by which studelts are judged.

What students learn from this is that "each receives according to his own

performance."

35
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However, activity structures vary.,jr(the extent to which task

perforMance affects Interpersonal assessments and differentiatiOn

withiAb.a group: When students are not engaged in common tasks, any

comparative evaluations must be ;pad,: on criteria other than relative

achievement., In a study of elementary school, classrooms, BOssert (fe-Fthoomi-ng)

found that the way students evaluated one (-Another and chose friends

were 1inked to the activity 'structures of their ciassr-Doms. Wheretroup
I ' (

recitation and other common assignments worksheets and booklets)

were the most frequent instructional activities, relativp academic

performance played an important role in the-children's assessments of

themselves -and. their peers. Performance was a stated criterion for

!

, friendship among most of the students,. and friendship cliques generally

contained only childreliachieving at similar levels:;. By contrast, in

classrooms which -had few iommon group activities and relied largely on

1

Individualized and student-initiated small group projects (multi-task

organiaLd classes); Intel-Personal assessments rarely were based on task

performance and the children did not select friends according to their

relative academic standing in the class. Bossert argues that common,

collective activities, particularly when clearly linked to a formal

rew3rd system that is based on comparative judgments of performance,

foster the development of a compctitive status system within a class-

room, where status and interpersonal bonding depend on individual

performance. This decreases overall group'cohesion and reinforces

39
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social relations that support pupils' productivity. .and the chances for

obtaining rewar6s. When a classrooms instructional organizetion In-

volves a variety of different activities occurring simultaneosly, there

is little basis for comparative assessments of task perforMance. 'Pupils

are free.tO'establish social relationships without regard for their io-

strumental rewarci.valve. in-obtaining performance recognition.

Although nese children's orientation to cooperative and competitive

norms were not measured directly, Bossert's research indicates that a

classroom's activity structure may have important effects on how Children

;earn these norms. Students in the multi-task organized classrooms were

very cooperative. They worked well'in any subgroup of the class, even

if normal friendship associations were broken by group assignments. The

other children, by contrast, did'not want to split up their performance

homogeneous cliques and 'often persuaded their teacher not to do so.

There-was a high within-group solidarity but considerable between-group

competition expressed in play activities as well as in academic tasks.

The patterns of social relations among children exemplified different

,norms of competition and cooperation. While it seems unlikely that;

, generalized norms for interaction would result from one year of parti-

cipation in a particular activity structure, differences in these

children's assessments of peers and their social ties were linked to

differences in their classroom actiVity.experiences. Variations in the
- L

activity structures that children experience over several years may

Iii
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account for differences in their normative orientations.

The effects on norm learning of variations in student's social

ties that result from different-activity structures is most clearly

'Illustrated 1,n White's (1978) study of two graduate business schools.

One chool has a highly individualized program of studywith few

cd- core courses, and students are encouraged to enroll in classes

in other parts of the universItç. The second school has a rigidiy

. Organized first year program allows few options. Students at this

school a1s6'are assigned small groups whtch receive collective

assignments in many of their first year courses as well as a budget for

ocial activities. Atli first School, social relationships were diverse

and mented,d pite organized social activities within .the school.

By contrast grOpp solidarity was exceedingli, high at the other schdot_____

and'remained o'even during the second year of the program when first

year grouJngsJ had no formal status, group assignments were less pre-
.

valent, and students selected specialty courses. Many of these

groups, in fact, chose the specialty in Whichthey would enroll collectively,.

White argues that diffewit'work nor4-developed among .students at

'these two schools. At the first school,-s ud&ItS txpressed an orientation

to individualized study and, in fact, collborat::..d infrequently on ,course

assignments. Studentsat the Other.schol developed cooperative

\------"----soVra.1. ties and shared work even when their instructors proscribed Collab-
.

_
-

oration. ''tipreover, as-all of these students began making-Career decisions
.

. :

) .7;
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and selecting types of work situations in which to seek employment,

their occupational preferences mirrored their orienta,tions to school

wo k. Students at the first school consistently stated ,a preference

fo a career that would allow them to define their own objectives and

rk independently. Students from the other school favored jobs where

they could work as a team and do collective problem'solving. These

work norms were not an explicit part of the curriculumbut resulted

from the social organization of instruction. White's res:.earch demonstrates

that the experiences and social relationships that derive from an acti-

vity structure influence students' normative orientations.

One difference between White'S and Bossert's studies should be noted

here. While the latter found that classroom- to-classroom variations in

activity structures influenced student's behavioral orientations, the

former indicates that these arse relatively unimportant and that the

activity structure of the school shaped students' work norms. The unit

of analysis, then, may vary in activity structure models of different

settings. When schooling experiences are limited to one classroom group,

as they are in most elementary and pre-school settings, the structure of

activities in that classroom clearly shapes oppportunities for Interaction

and the social relationships that develop among students and between

students and teacher. However, when the organization of instruction

and other school activities Involves separate classes that may vary in

their composition, as in most secondary schools and colleges, students'
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experiences in a curriculum track or of a university department, for

example, may be the. more important determinant of social relations. An

activity structures model focuses attention on groupings in which members

I

have a common, recurrent set of experiences. Groups that either are too I

inclusiv -such as the entire school at the elementary and secondary levels,

or cons 'tote only a small and fragmented part of students; activity

-/
experiences--s as one course in high schools or colleges -do not contain

the stable patterns ofsocial relationships in which social control and

. interpersonal influence are normally exercised and obtain their effects.22

When enalyses schooling effects do not cap ure the appropriate inter-

action groups, they may aggregate disparate experiences or miss import

interactions that shape students' orientations: VariatIDns among inter-

//action groups in the typesof activities members experience should induce

different patterns of interaction within the group and, thus, shape the

effects of social reinforcement on norm. learning.

The effect of activity structures on other relational norms can be

suggested here. Independence, autonomy, and self-direction may have their

antecedents in patterns of; interaction that arise from certain structures

of activities. Dreeben (1968), for example, noted that self-sufficiency

is reinforced in activities that involve individual rather than group work.
.

Learning to work alone necessitates breaking patterns of dependency which

can develop from cooperative tasks (like most of those. experienced in'the

family). Any division of 1?kor within an activity precludes reward
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Individual performance,s1hus limiting social reinforcemenefor independent

work. (This was also indicated in White's study.) Autonomous and self-

directed behavior, however, may °require more thah simply learning to

work by oneself. Bossert (forthconips) suggests that self-directed work

behavior among elementary school pupils is associated with activity

experiences in which teacher control and direction is minimal. Students

,,in classrooms that relied heavily on group recitation and seatwork--tasks

which entail high levels of teacher controlshowed little self-directed
-

behavior when confronted with new, fairly undefined activity settings.

While learning to work alone, these students were dependent on their

teachers for specification of proper work procedures.- By contrast,

children from classes that employed numerous individual and small group

projects in which they were encouraged to choose and organize their own

tasks learned to begin new activities on their own without waiting for

detailed instructions (sometimes to the dismay of their teachers). Parti-

cipation in different activity structures, therefore, may reinforce

distinctive patterns of interpersonal relations and, hence engender

different normative orientations.

Summary

The contribution of schooling to moral comriitments has been suggested

by many writers since Durkheim's early formulation of moral education.

However., tie proCesses that affect norm learning in schools have not been

studies. dir,:!ctly.23 An activity structures perspective suggests some of
0
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the mechanisms by which schools produce moral outcomes. Norms may be

directly exemplied by patterns of conduct inherent in an activity (e.g.,

cooperation norms from tasks entailing coordinated action). Learning

these norms eepends on having recurrent, successful experiences in the

activity itself, and,not necessarily on social reinforcement of behavior

patterns. However, when particular patterns of conduct are socially

sanctioned, it must be recognized that interpersonal influence and

social control are exercised in the context of an activity structure.

Their effects are linked to the structure of social relations which

derives from the activity pattern, The use of reference group or inter-:-

personal comparisons, for example, depends on within-group identifications

and common performance standards which can derive from common recurrent

activitiesiA Schools provide activity structures that differ form other

settings experienced by students, thus increasing their repetoire of

behavioral norms. Schools also may vary among themselves or may contain

subsettingt which vary in the characteristic activity structures they

employ. These variations have not been extensively examined in research

on schooling butshould provide clues for discriminating among schooling

settings in their impact on norm learning.

Interrelations Between Moral and Technical Socialization

While it is analytically useful to separate moral and technical

socialization, activity structure effects in one may influence the other.
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A most apparent area of interrelation is in the effect of student motivation

or commitment to school on other schooling outcomes: The greater the

commitment to school activities, the greater the impact of these activities

on technical and other moral outcomes. Beside the motivations, aspirations,

and commitments generated by non-school situations, the structure of

school activities itself may contribute to or detract from the development

of positive orientations for task engagement.24

For example, the pacing and sequencing of activities, aside from their

direct reinforcement effects (see earlier section on the temporal structure

of activities), may influence the degree of 'student engagement in these

activities. When too $lowly paced, tasks may instill boredom and students

will lose interest. Contrarily, activities that are paced too quickly, not

allowing students to obtain instrumental reinforcements for task success,

also may decreas'e students' satisfaction and interest in the activity and

their willingness to become actively involved. Moreover, a certain degree

of diversity among activities may be necessary to insure task engagement.

Even th;.ugh the subject or content of activities may change, repititions

of the same form of activity may decrease students' work involvement. How

such features of the activity structure affect motivation for task engage-

ment have not been examined but may provide important explanations for

, schooling outcomes.

More indirectly, commitment to school and, hence, the power of activity

experiences to shape both technical and moral outcomes may
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derive from the effect an activity structure has on the teacher-pupil

relationship. For example, Bidwell (1970) has argued that a teacher

must establish a relationship of trust between himself and his pupils

in order to overcome the potentially hostile situation of control that

may result from students' involuntary recruitment into schools'. "Student

trust in teachers is of the greatest importance in teaching as it generates

. _

those affectiye bonds'-between teachers and students . . . that generate .

in students motivation to learn (whatever the content to be learned) in-

dependently of teacher demands for compliance" (Bidwell (1970, p. 50).

A teacher seemingly cannot rely orthe authority of office to control

pupils; personal bonds ,of trust and rapport are necessary tor gaining

pppil compliance and promoting learning within a classroom.

In his theoretical treatment of teacher authority and student unrest,

Spady (1974) further elaborates the importance of trust for promoting

achievement and commitment to school. He argues that a teacher cannot

simply rely on the exercise of power; this results in a confrontation

between teacher demands and pupil desires and can cause pupil alienation.

To provide a conducive learning environment, the teacher must giin the

willing compliance of his pupils. Spady notes that a teacher accomplishes

this by showing that he is concerned about his pupil's welfare and by

demonstrating his ability to provide stimulating learning tasks.

Teachel-s who rely primarily on the'exercise of formal, Institutional

authority will not be able to develop affective bonds that promote
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willing compliance, Motivation .to learn, and achievement among their

pupils (though,-no empirical examination of this hypothesis has been

made).

In their arguments, Bidwell and Spady seem to assume that a teacher's

ability to establish trust and rapport with students is primarily a

consequence of the teacher's individual characteristics. However, the

exercise of authorit.ly and the .expression of empathy may not be solely a

consequence of teacher personality. Bossert (1977; feistheomtng) has argued

that the exercise of teacher authority and the resulting forms of teacher-

pupil rapport are linked to a classroom's activity structure. Teachers

who relied on recitation were less able to establish close social ties

with their students than were teachers who primarily utilized small group

and individualized projects. Recitation places teachers at the centerNpf

control: its forces them to rely on equitable, impersonal sanctions

(usually short verbal desists) and on the authority of office rather than

on more personalized influence mechanisms. By contrast, small group and

individualized instruction increases opportunities for teachers to covertly

"bend" classroom rules to handle individual problems and facilitates

teacher involvement in, father than simply teacher direction of, the

activity. This created a consideraly stronger sense of rapport between

teacher and students than that which occured in the recitation organized
_ -

classes?.5 The children.in the study explicitly expressed the importance

of personalized treatment and teacher participation for close social

bonds. It was not that the teachers who used recitation were less
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concerned'Or less empathic, but rather that recitation precludes the

ndividualization andlnvolveMent'allOwed by other activities..

Unfortunately, Bossert did not test the relationship between

activity structure, Aeacher rapport and control, and achievement.

However, if Bidwell and Spady are correct in their hypOtheses than .the

'1"';,-7\ 'degree of trust and rapport.inlhe teacher- pupil - relationship affects
\-,,J

students' achievements,.tSe activity structure may,prove an important

mediating.factor. While activity structures may have direct effects

on student learning, their indirect tffects on commitment to school must.

also be examined. Motivation ang commitments can.derive from the social

)

relations'that develop within schools, and thus the activity structure

as it affects,opportUnities and toms of social interaction becomes an

'Important ;:,(tor.

The effect of technical socialization on moral socialization is less

clear. As Bidwell (1972) has indicated, much of the moral content of

schooling is transmitted directly as part of the technical program of

study. Moral autonomy, for example, may depend on a person learning

about the historical range of values, attitudes and motives that have

governed societies. Developing the view that moral orcleu are not

fixed and that moral contradictions and dilemmas are inevitable in

complex societies may stem from the cootent learned in school' activities

(e.g.,-history, sociology, civics, etc.) and necessarily precede the

development of moral commitments to autonomy. :low activity structures

transmit the moral contents and reir,force their applicant social ,relations

is an important but unexamined area of Frudv.



An Activity Structures Perspective

The search for causal relati ships between school structures and

student outcomes has taker educational researchers far away from exploring

the nature of and interrelations among constitutive elements of the schoP:ing

experience. School research generally has suffered from a "black box" approach

lnd from highly individualistic mc.dels of conduct. Many studies measure only

"inputs" and "outputs" without attempting to discern or assess process that

shape teacher and student behavior. Even when behavior is examiued, personal

characteristics of the actors, such as attitudes and personality traits,

are cons7dered the primary determinants of action. These approaches have

contributed little to an Lnderstanding of schooling 'prcciseiy because both

ignore the fact that ethisation is a social activity--its outcome influenced

bj its form of social organization. An activity structures perspective dis-

closes some of the contents of the educational "black box" and moves beyond

simplit,tic models of 6ehavior. it rests on the notion that individuals

experience their world in the context of their pursuits: Activities mold

individual experience by structuring the temporal and reciprocal rclo.tions

among phenomena and actions. The nature and organization of recurrent

activity elriences constitute the learning environmental

Thiserspecti.ve focuses attention on several important factors. At a

most basic level, the activity structure specifies what tasks are encountered
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and the length of time and number of repititions involved. What students

learn is directly related to the opportunities for engagement in specific

activities wiCh particular technical and moral contents.. But, whatever

the content, level of learning is influenced by the temporal ordering of

activies. The pacing, sequencing and si.ntlarity among activities determines

whether the knowledge and skills implied in the task will be mastered. Tt4re

\just be ample opportunity for the student to complete the activity anq

en otrlter sufficient repitttions in the same task or similar tasks. In-

effe tively ?aced and sequenced activities not only decrease the value of

their ; strumental reward properties but also may decrease student motive-.

tion to actively engage in. the task-L. Pacing and sequencing probably depend

on the complexity of teks and their similarity to other school and non-school

activities as well as on the aptitude of students. To the extent that schools

or subsettings witHIn school; differ in their temporal structuring of acti-

vities, they should educz different levels of student iParning.

The fr7..m of an activity has both direct and indirect effects on student

outcomes. Certain activities may induce higher. levels of student i.nvolvement

and hence stimulate greater achievement by increasing students' time-on-task.

Moreover, activity forms themselves embody technical and moral contents:

behavioral skills and orientations derive from an activity as it structures

instrumental'and social reinforo.f,ments of behavior. Linked In a temporal

structure, activity, forms determinethe development of activity specific

skills and norms and which of these receive continued reinforcement, thus
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becoming more generalized knowledge and norms. llore Indirectly, the

activZ:y structure shapes Interpersbnal relations by determining the

opportunities., for interaction and the bases for social assessments.

A teacher's p agogical decisions, for example, may be importantly

shaped, by the way in which an activity form :;Zructures Information and

cues about students' performances and conduct. In addition, the exercise

of control and authority and the distribution of individualized Instruc-

tional assistance seem to be shaped by an activity structure. These

features of the teacher-pupil relationship should have observable effects

on what :hildren learn. Social reinfoi-cement of behavioral orientations

also occurs through peer relations. An activity structure, particularly

the extent to which students engage in common collective tasks, affects

the nature of itudents social ties. Interpersonal Influence and control

obtain their effects through these ties.

Students experience schooling as a set of activities. To the extent

that these activity experiences differ, so to should the technical and

moral outcomes derived from schooling. An activity structures perspective.

penetrates into the everyday workings of the school. It focuses on the

daily, recurrent experiences of stndents and teachers; how behavioral

patterns are reinforced, how social relations develop and shape influence

and control attempts, and how activity forms themselves communieete moral

principles. Unfortunately, little is known about concrete variations in

activity-structures among schools and their parts or about how children
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are sorted (or sort themselves) among various activity settings. How dif-

ferent are students activity experiences over several years; are there

Individual Variations as children progress through school, or do schools-or

school districts vary, in terms. of the types of activity organizations they

provide? What effect does length of participation in a pa*rticular activity:

structure have on learning? Arethere crucial periods in a child's develop- .

ment that make exposure to a particular activity structure more influentiil

than others? Unat are the relationships between activity structures encoun-

tered in the home and those employed in the school?

These questions imply that research on schooling processes and out-

comes must examine how variations in the form, content, and timing of students'

activity experiences affect their learning. There is a small body of research

that has begun to do this. Single and comparative case studies, usually

ploying ethnographic and field research methods to exami' e classroom and school

interaCtfonsi are beginning to .genelAe a set of grounded propositions about

schooling processes that capture the complexity of interrelationships between

'tructural elements and social behovior (Richer,. 1975; Eloyle, 1977). The most

useful of these employ comparative case designs, where the cases represent

distinctive variations in one or several important dimensions. 26 Since most .

classrooms and schools seem to employ an extremely limited range of activity

forms -- as Hoekter and Ahlbrand (1969) have noted, _citation is probably
_

the most common instructional form -- choosing cases that are likely to illumi-
.

. .

.

pate contrasting patterns will produce the most useful and productive results. 27

.... .
.
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For example,, If teacher attrioutions of children's performances vary by

activity types las suggested earlier), a research design might '',nvolve

observing several teachers some of whom use the same type t.5f activities

and,sothe of whom,use differe't activities. Systematic and 'detailed com-

.

.parisons among cases are extremely'imporiant.

Ethnographic techniques and small, comparative case studies, .however,

are not immune to some of the problems that have plagued most standard

research on schooling effects.- The use(Of extremely global character-
,

izations of social phenomena and of catdgorizations or indicators that

are Fri -';ly removed from the inieraction.settings of everyday school life
.

will continue to produce imprecise- pictures of schooling processes. For

example, relying on teachers' instructional orientations, as exp?essed in

their pedagogical attitudes or self reports of classroom behavior (such as

time logs), and on aggregate scores of student achievement to investigate

classroom v-ructural. effects cannot capture the relationships bet-teen the

,teacher's action, students' behavior, and concrete classroom events.

tudes are: poor predictors of b.,thavior, and self reports tend to mirror

'official categori6s for lessons,.not actual practice. Moreover, to describe

ischools and classrooms as "open" or "traditional" or teachers as "formal"

i
n-or nformal" tells almost nothing about the specific activities in which

rldren and teachers'interact or abcut the variations.in experiences that

ca occur within a single classroom and school. Studit must be sensitive to

these variations and develop descriptive and analytic categories that ade-
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quately link activity structures, -the experience of them, and concrete

behavior.

In part, many of the problems with current schooling research stem from

the improper choice of analytic units. At one extreme, researchers often

aggregate data in.order to characterize the entire school. This ignores the

fact that few students experience the daily life'of schooling as modal proper-

ties of the entire collectivity. In elementary schools, children's expe'iences

are defined primarily by the classroom group, and characteristics of (Aber

teachers and students may never inquence the: child. 28 Even in high school'

and col,lege, where sc.hooling activities extend beyond a single cla.,rciom,

experiences in a.curricUlum track or college department may produce the

greatest effects, particularly in'larger, heterogeneous,sEhools. At another

extreme, the nature of'dyadic interactions between teacher and pupils has
8

bt.c.n a favorite unit-for educational researchers. However, this. captures only

a fragmented part of social exchange and leaves unanalyzed the collective

properties of instruction. An activity structures perspective, as mentioned.
AO"

before, provides a theoretically meaning Sul criterion for aggregating data.

I focuses on groups of students and teac ers who experlence common, recurrent

activities. Research on schoOling p ocesses must not assume ad hoc that ad-

ministrative units,-such as the schoo homeroom, or grade level, .are the most
. .

app;,priate units'for studying the' influenCe of structural properties on stu-
_ -

dents.and.teachers. In fact, more researchAs needed to describe the internal

workings of the school and the ways in which teachers and students are sorted

;,4 selected into various interaction grOups.
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A. third problem.of schooling research has been the extremely short

sampling frame, used ip most studies. Observations are usually gathered

over a two hour to two week period. If anlacivity structures perSpective

is taken seriously, there are two readily apparent sampling considerations

that mist be considered. First, to discover the <nature of recurrent activities

there must be adequate time to observe the natural cycles of school life.

Not only do activity structures vary in the periods in whi.Ch common activities

recur -- some are daily, some weekly, some.monthly29 -- they also may vary over

the year in terms of the proportion of time spent yin activities of different

form and content. These cycles and patterns may prove very important for

understanding schooling. For example, almost nothing is knownabout the

negotiation process between teacher and students (Waller, 1932); how activity

choices-and solutions to problems at the first of the year affect what can

and will be done later." The cresive nature of classroom and school structure

can only be examined if an investigation adequately samples the complex routines

of school life. Second, studying the impact of schooling activities'on

student outcomes cannot be limited to single observation or even one year time

Frames. Mbst outcomes have antecedents that derive from past experiences and

ti ;se must be traceerexplicitly. For example, several studies of "open" class-

rooms assert that students exhibit more problems with procedural behavior (coor-

dinating movement from one activity to another) than students in "traditional"

classTpoms and that this accounts for-the lower achievement scores of children

.

in many Open classes. However, if,estimate,:; of the prevalence of open class-



'rooms are correct (e.g., Bennett, 1970, most of the children observed

in any study have never been n classrooms before. It seems reason-

able to expect at least one year for children to learn the new patterns

of behavior required in the open classroom and subsequtit years for the

effects of open structure on learning to become apparent. 'Longitudinal

data, then, is essential for examining how impor,ant consistencies and

differences in children's activity experiences affect their learning.

Large scale-'studies of schools and classrooms may be useful once a

set of ;rounded concepts and propositions are derived. However, the nature

of positivistic socIal research makes it unsuitable for generating such

ideas. Although an activity structures,perspective may provide useful clues

for research, it is still only a perspective -- sensitizing one to.impor-

tant issues -- and it requires more development before clear relationships

and variables are specified.

Whatever research designs are used to study schooling processes,

however, they must capture the complexity of social interactions that occur

in school settings. Schooling is a social activity -- its outcomes influenced

by its, form of social organization. An activity structures perspective,

focusing on the to m and organization of recurrent activities, discloLles the

variable co /d.itions in which students and teachers interact and.form social

ties, experience social sanctions, and make judgments about themselves and

others.- The structure of activities shapes how students and teachers experience.

the curriculum, the allocation of resources and rewards, and the pedagogical

decisions teachers make. These affect what is learned in schools.



NOTES

1. A detailed critique of this problem will not be repeated here.' See
Spady (1973) and Barr and Dreeber (1977).

2. See Cohen (1975).

3. See Mead (1934), Blumer (1989), Berger and Luckmann (1966), and Schultz
(1970).'

4. A similar example of this process can be found in Merton's (1949)
treatment ot,' bureaucratic personality..

5. See Doyle (1977) for a detailed critique.

6. In part, Bloom's (1956) taxonomy of behavioral objectives represents
such an attempt for some schooling goals.

Behavioral learning theories apply here.

Bidwell (1972, p.1) usefully distinguishes between technical socializa-
tion - "developing intellective and motor skills and learning items of
information and systems of thought that organize, them - and moral
socialization - acquiring values and goals for conduct and learning
to be responsive to moral rules (norms).

9. See Walker.and Schaffarzick (1974):

10. There are many definitions of curriculum structure; see Posner (1974)
for a brief review.

11. Though, in fact, flying model airplanes on the playground may constitute
an effective- experience in math if studechts recognize and attempt to
compute relationships between the time and distance of flight.

12. Karweit (1976) could not replicate the relationship between time in
school and student achievement.

13. This assumes a given level of perserverence.and quality of instructional
materials.

14. This effect is not always clear because mastery techniques seem to imply
a technical model of instruction which usually cannot be implemented
adeqUately in the normal classroom situation. See Barr and Dreeben (1977)-
for a discussion of this.



15. Whether a students' cognitive awareness of the overlap among activities
serves as a motivation for performance will be considered later.

16t A reasonable conceptualization of ona of the links between "family
background" and school achle,emeht may be in the degree of overlap
in their activity structures.

17. Even though a number of schemes for analyzing the activity forms in
classroom lessons have been developed, none of these have been used
to assess achievement outcomes. See Herbert (1967), Perkins (1974),
Gump (1967), and Adams and Biddle (1970).

18. Recently, many ..iques of "open" classrooms and schools indicate that
these methods decrease the on-task behavior of students, Mainly because
of the time involved in movement from one learning area to another and
in-giving instructions about such movement. However, It is unclear
Whether this is an inherent property of these methods, due to poor
coordination and planning among teadjlers who use these methods, or a
function of its novelty to students who must learn new behavioral
orientations.

19. Studies of classroom teaching show no significant relationships between
behavior and traits, atti.tudesor expectations (Dunkin and Biddle, 1974;
Doyle, 1977).

20. 154111'81 also argues 'that within school groupings by ability will
naturally increase differences in pupil groups because teachers
will pace instruction with reference to different criterion steering
groups.

21. Dreeben also notes the importance of age grading for stimulating
within group comparisons.

22. This is not to imply that associations in these groupings cannot
affect students. Even fleeting Interactions may instill normative
orientations. However, 'the most consistent and enduring effects should
occur in stable, recurrent interactions. Moreover, larger aggregate
units may be appropriate analytical units of subsettings within them
all provide the same ability experiences. However, this cannot be
assumed; it must be explicitly examined.

23. Studies of school "climate" may qualify here. However, as Bidwell (1972,
ff p.22) notes, these have not clearly defined "climate" or provided
dynamic models of how their effects are obtained.

24. Some ictivtties may be more intrinsically satisfying, than others, and
this may result from motivations and aspirations that are generated
from aut-of-school experiences and social relations,"

25. Of course, teachers, who are inept at handling the coordination of multiple
activities may lose the respect of their students and, hence, generate less
rapport than teachers who competently use recitation methods.

0,1)



26. -This does not imply that standard, hypothesis-testing designs must
be followed. ases may be chosen to represent "hunches" derived
from the activity structures perspective, with the exact parameters
of the differences generated during the study Itself (following
Becker's.[1958) guide for sequential analysis of field data).

27. See Pondi, and Olson (1977) for a usefuldiscussion of selecting
"extreme" cases-in social research.

28. Many studies in the "new wave" of anthropological and sociological
ethnographic research fail to follow standard techniques of sampling,
concept develop and analytic rigor for field ..search.

29. This is not to say that aggregatc characteristics have no effect,
but rather that their influence is obtained through the action
that occurs in a classroom practice can alternate or modify the
effects of modal characteristics.

30. One example of a monthly-cycle is a school run on strict behavioristic
evpluations of students' performances (social and academic). Children
accrued points for good behavior, etc. and "cashed them in" at the .

end of each month for tickets to films and other prizes at the
"School Bash." The children and teachers responded to this by
developing elaborate-accounting schemes to calculate the relative
-"worth" of engaging in certain acts during the month.

47'7 ,

31. Bossert (f-lar-Rg) has examined how early activity choices
affect the development of Peer networks ard piagogical decisions
that occur later in the school year..
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